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Your Therapist at Home

Why Journal?

Your journal is a therapist that is always available. When you write, you get

immediate feedback and a reality check of what's really going on.

 

Journaling is a self-paced healing exercise that works on your timetable,

continually revealing both deep insights and small discoveries.

 

Keeping a journal is an opportunity to witness your own healing and build self-

esteem as you observe your personal growth and increased clarity.

Types of Journals:

Choose whatever feels appealing to you, and if it doesn't work, try something

else. Use anything you can write in or on: blank books, spiral notebooks, a 3-

ring binder, an artist's sketch pad, scraps of paper, an app on your phone or

tablet, your computer, 3- x 5-inch index cards in a file box, workbooks, a

calendar or postcards. Or try an art journal, one of our favorites!

 

Some people use one journal for all of their writing; other people create

dedicated journals for specific situations (such as an illness) or people (letters

to or about a particular person, e.g., after a death or a break-up).

 

Aside from using a journal to record your thoughts and feelings, you can also

log information about something you want to track, such as your exercise or

food as an adjunct to working with a mental health or nutrition professional.
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Writing Instruments:

Pencils, Colored pencils, Pens, Colored pens, Highlighter pens, Markers,

Crayons or pastels, Paint.

Setting the Stage for Your Journaling

Session:

Your Physical Space

Choose a space that feels safe and comfortable,
and where you have the privacy to express
yourself freely. Create a structure of a specific
length of time where your only purpose is to write.
Give yourself permission to set aside this time.
Turn the phone off and ask people not to disturb
you.
 
Center your body with stretches and breathing

exercises, and nourish your senses with music,

aromas, and colors that are soothing to you. You

may want to light candles or incense. Prepare a

cup of coffee, tea, water or another drink.

 

Your Mental Space

Quiet your mind in preparation of your writing time. Use contemplation and

meditation, or focus your thoughts on one specific memory or visualization. Engage

all of your senses as you imagine how the image looks, feels, tastes, smells and

sounds.



Your Emotional Space
For emotional support and encouragement with the journaling process, some

people join or form groups or communities for this special purpose. They may

share some of their writing with each other, or they may just come together in

solidarity. If you're on your own, speak to a close friend or family member

about your journaling practice. You can also keep this as your haven for your

private thoughts and feelings.

General Writing Guidelines:

Write quickly, without worrying about grammar or neatness if you're writing by

hand. Your natural handwriting will actually act as a barometer of your inner

process, so don't try to control it. The important thing is to make a start.

 

Don't limit yourself to traditional line-by-line writing; experiment with mind-

mapping techniques where you cluster words on the page, linking together

related words and themes.

 

Explore different textures of paper, and different colors, shapes and styles of

writing instrument. See what happens when you write with your non-dominant

hand.

Writing Prompts:

Need a jumping off point? Here are 31 writing prompts that you can use as
daily journaling exercises for the next month. Choose a new one each day, or
focus in on the ones you're really drawn to and just write the new thoughts that
come out each day.
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1.  The best thing about _________ is…
2.  The worst thing about ________ is…
3.  The theme word for today is…
4.  My favorite fantasy is…
5.  Dear ______... (a letter that you will never send)
6.  When I look at this photo, I think…
7.  The moment I never want to forget is…
8.  Today I feel _____ years old…
9.   I am proud of myself for…
10.  I really miss…
11.  10 things I am grateful for…
12.  10 ways that I sabotage myself…
13.  10 ways I could nurture myself…
14.  10 things I would do if I had more time…
15.  10 things that are going right…
16.  10 things that are going wrong…
17.  10 reasons I want to stay married/committed/where I live…
18.  10 reasons I don’t want to stay married/committed/where I live…
19.  10 things I want in a partner…
20.  10 things I have to offer a partner…
21.  10 things I am afraid of/angry about…
22.  10 things that I used be afraid of/angry about but I'm not anymore…
23.  10 talents that I have…
24.  10 things I believe in…
25.  10 ways I could make money…
26.  10 ways that I help others…
27.  10 judgments that I made about others…
28.  10 rules I have broken…
29.  10 things to do when I am depressed…
30.  10 things I love…
31.  10 things I would like someone to tell me…

At the top of your page, write the date, write out the writing prompt, and then begin.
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